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Instructions: This arrow rest combines the
best of three worlds, Simplicity, Durability and
Accuracy. Designed with the modern compound bow in mind, this rest solves a multitude of tuning problems.
This rest can be used with the stainless steel
side pressure plate or with our “Master Lok
Plunger”, designed specifically for this type of
rest. Either method will provide you with easy
tuning and increased accuracy.
To use this rest, attach the side plate to your
bow at right angles to your bowstring and
tighten the 5/16-24 BHCS or plunger hex nut
to hold the rest securely. The use of a bow
square can aid in correct placement. Next,
adjust your center shot as desired, by moving the hex rod in or out. Make sure the 6-32
x 5/16 SHCS is tight when you reach your
desired center shot. Set your nocking point
and begin your tuning. If you are a release
shooter, you may find that rotating your nocks
slightly can increase your vane clearance.

Since each archer may require a slightly different setup, please don’t hesitate to experiment.
The side pressure plate is adjustable in or out
to allow for arrow shaft size and can also be
bent to fit any style of shooting. If the pressure plate is removed, the rest can be used
with a cushion plunger.
To remove the arrow support arm, simply lift
up on the outside back portion of the wire
until it clears the hole and the inside leg will
drop out of its hole. To replace the arrow support arm, be sure that the inside leg is bent
up slightly higher than the outside wire. Place
the inside leg in the front hole and gently lift
the outside wire up into the back hole.
The Arrow Cage is a safety feature for the beginning or youth finger shooters, allowing the
arrow to stay contained if it happens to fall off
the support arm during the draw or shot. The
Arrow Cage can be adjusted or removed by
loosening the 8-32 x 1/4 SSCP.
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